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The articles [16], [18], [19], [6], [7], [9], [17], [15], [2], [14], [1], [3], [11], [21], [4], [8], [5], [20],
[12], and [13] provide the notation and terminology for this paper.

1. PRELIMINARIES

One can prove the following propositions:

(1) Let R be a relational structure andSbe a full relational substructure ofR. Then every full
relational substructure ofS is a full relational substructure ofR.

(2) Let X be a 1-sorted structure,Y, Z be non empty 1-sorted structures,f be a map fromX
into Y, andg be a map fromY into Z. If f is onto andg is onto, theng· f is onto.

(3) For every 1-sorted structureX and for every subsetY of X holds(idX)◦Y = Y.

(4) For every setX and for every elementa of 2X
⊆ holds↑a = {Y;Y ranges over subsets ofX:

a⊆Y}.

(5) Let L be an upper-bounded non empty antisymmetric relational structure anda be an ele-
ment ofL. If >L ≤ a, thena =>L.

(6) Let S, T be non empty posets,g be a map fromS into T, andd be a map fromT into S. If
g is onto and〈〈g, d〉〉 is Galois, thenT and Imd are isomorphic.

(7) LetL1, L2, L3 be non empty posets,g1 be a map fromL1 into L2, g2 be a map fromL2 into
L3, d1 be a map fromL2 into L1, andd2 be a map fromL3 into L2. If 〈〈g1, d1〉〉 is Galois and
〈〈g2, d2〉〉 is Galois, then〈〈g2 ·g1, d1 ·d2〉〉 is Galois.

(8) Let L1, L2 be non empty posets,f be a map fromL1 into L2, and f1 be a map fromL2 into
L1. Supposef1 = ( f qua function)−1 and f is isomorphic. Then〈〈 f , f1〉〉 is Galois and〈〈 f1,
f 〉〉 is Galois.

(9) For every setX holds 2X⊆ is arithmetic.

Let X be a set. Observe that 2X
⊆ is arithmetic.

Next we state four propositions:
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(10) Let L1, L2 be up-complete non empty posets andf be a map fromL1 into L2. If f is
isomorphic, then for every elementx of L1 holds f ◦↓↓x = ↓↓ f (x).

(11) For all non empty posetsL1, L2 such thatL1 andL2 are isomorphic andL1 is continuous
holdsL2 is continuous.

(12) Let L1, L2 be lattices. SupposeL1 andL2 are isomorphic andL1 is lower-bounded and
arithmetic. ThenL2 is arithmetic.

(13) LetL1, L2, L3 be non empty posets,f be a map fromL1 into L2, andg be a map fromL2

into L3. Supposef is directed-sups-preserving andg is directed-sups-preserving. Theng · f
is directed-sups-preserving.

2. MAPS PRESERVINGSUP’ S AND INF’ S

Next we state several propositions:

(14) LetL1, L2 be non empty relational structures,f be a map fromL1 into L2, andX be a subset
of Im f . Then( f◦)◦X = X.

(15) LetX be a set andc be a map from 2X⊆ into 2X
⊆. Supposec is idempotent and directed-sups-

preserving. Thenc◦ is directed-sups-preserving.

(16) LetL be a continuous complete lattice andp be a kernel map fromL into L. If p is directed-
sups-preserving, then Imp is a continuous lattice.

(17) Let L be a continuous complete lattice andp be a projection map fromL into L. If p is
directed-sups-preserving, then Imp is a continuous lattice.

(18) LetL be a lower-bounded lattice. ThenL is continuous if and only if there exists an arith-
metic lower-bounded latticeA such that there exists a map fromA into L which is onto,
infs-preserving, and directed-sups-preserving.

(19) Let L be a lower-bounded lattice. ThenL is continuous if and only if there exists an al-
gebraic lower-bounded latticeA such that there exists a map fromA into L which is onto,
infs-preserving, and directed-sups-preserving.

(20) LetL be a lower-bounded lattice. Then

(i) if L is continuous, then there exists a non empty setX and there exists a projection mapp
from 2X

⊆ into 2X
⊆ such thatp is directed-sups-preserving andL and Imp are isomorphic, and

(ii) if there exists a setX and there exists a projection mapp from 2X
⊆ into 2X

⊆ such thatp is
directed-sups-preserving andL and Imp are isomorphic, thenL is continuous.

3. ATOMS ELEMENTS

The following proposition is true

(21) For every non empty relational structureL and for every elementx of L holds x ∈
PRIME(Lop) iff x is co-prime.

Let L be a non empty relational structure and leta be an element ofL. We say thata is atom if
and only if:

(Def. 1) ⊥L < a and for every elementb of L such that⊥L < b andb≤ a holdsb = a.

Let L be a non empty relational structure. The functor ATOM(L) yielding a subset ofL is defined
as follows:

(Def. 2) For every elementx of L holdsx∈ ATOM(L) iff x is atom.
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We now state the proposition

(23)1 For every Boolean latticeL and for every elementa of L holdsa is atom iff a is co-prime
anda 6=⊥L.

Let L be a Boolean lattice. Observe that every element ofL which is atom is also co-prime.
The following propositions are true:

(24) For every Boolean latticeL holds ATOM(L) = PRIME(Lop)\{⊥L}.

(25) For every Boolean latticeL and for all elementsx, a of L such thata is atom holdsa≤ x iff
a 6≤ ¬x.

(26) LetL be a complete Boolean lattice,X be a subset ofL, andx be an element ofL. Then
xusupX =

⊔
L{xuy;y ranges over elements ofL: y∈ X}.

(27) LetL be a lower-bounded antisymmetric non empty relational structure with g.l.b.’s andx,
y be elements ofL. If x is atom andy is atom andx 6= y, thenxuy =⊥L.

(28) Let L be a complete Boolean lattice,x be an element ofL, andA be a subset ofL. If
A⊆ ATOM(L), thenx∈ A iff x is atom andx≤ supA.

(29) Let L be a complete Boolean lattice andX, Y be subsets ofL. If X ⊆ ATOM(L) and
Y ⊆ ATOM(L), thenX ⊆Y iff supX ≤ supY.

4. MORE ON THEBOOLEAN LATTICE

The following propositions are true:

(30) For every Boolean latticeL holdsL is arithmetic iff there exists a setX such thatL and 2X⊆
are isomorphic.

(31) For every Boolean latticeL holdsL is arithmetic iffL is algebraic.

(32) For every Boolean latticeL holdsL is arithmetic iffL is continuous.

(33) For every Boolean latticeL holdsL is arithmetic iffL is continuous andLop is continuous.

(34) For every Boolean latticeL holdsL is arithmetic iffL is completely-distributive.

(35) LetL be a Boolean lattice. ThenL is arithmetic if and only if the following conditions are
satisfied:

(i) L is complete, and

(ii) for every elementx of L there exists a subsetX of L such thatX⊆ATOM(L) andx= supX.
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